DIGITAL MEDIA PROPOSAL FOR WONAJOB.COM
8 June 2018

Wonajob
73 Wolmer Gardens
Edgware
HA8 8QH
FAO: Laurence Cohen

Dear Laurence,
Thank you for inviting JP Gardner & Associates to quote for the digital marketing requirements
of WONAJOB.COM and we feel that we could provide all of our requirements within our “Eat
Your Heart Out” package.

þ "Eat your heart out" package* £825 + VAT
Bespoke posts across all 4 platforms: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
& Linkedin, Mon-Fri*
Engagement monitored & interacted with, quick response during
office hours
Monthly blog post written & posted to your website & social
platforms
Quarterly competition to build following (you provide the prizes)
Quarterly strategy meeting to plan & analyse
Weekly liaison with your dedicated team member/s
Telephone support during office hours
Monthly analytics and overview of return on investment
* We will use our judgement to post 4 times / day to the platforms most relevant to the content, this

may mean that some weeks one platform has more posts than another, but we will cover all platforms
effectively throughout the month.

After studying some of your potential competitors across these platforms, we feel that the
majority of posting will happen on the Facebook platform, however, Instagram will be very
beneficial for showcasing works being carried out, such as before and after photos. The hashtag

#checkatrade (which appears to be different to the brand @checkatrade) is incredibly well used
on Instagram so it is worthwhile utilising this # to mirror the similarity with the 'checkatrade'
brand and ride on their coat-tails to build following.
#checkatrade has 10,963 posts

@checkatrade.com has 74 posts and is listed
as a charity

Twitter is the busiest platform for @checkatrade (the brand) and they have 13.9k followers from
24.5k tweets, so again, we need to utilise this platform heavily in order to build the following.
For an additional £50pcm we can start following the @checkatrade followers and interacting
with between 5-10 per day, picking the most appropriate people.
Linkedin is where you will source a lot of potential clients, however, the nature of the platform
dictates that you provide informative industry related content, which is why I have chosen a
package with monthly blog content as this will be great for Linkedin and we will upload it to
your website, you can also cross-post it onto your Checklist Group website, because you are
lacking in news articles on there at the moment.
Competitions are an important part of social media, so we would suggest one every 3 months.
It can be a great way to increase engagement and likes, however, we would expect you to provide
us with the prizes to give-away, or reimburse the cost.

About JP Gardner & Associates
We are a family run agency based in Watford town centre with a team of 7 marketing experts
working across all forms of digital media, from social media, video production, website design,
content management, Google Adwords, SEO to design, branding and other creative media.
We have worked with many top agencies across the UK, on all aspects of their digital marketing
(website, social media, video production and business growth) so we already have an excellent
knowledge of what works well and how to get maximum impact from your digital marketing.
In addition our MD Jane has had over 30 years of experience in the property industry, has won
over 40 industry awards and has spoken at the Sunday Times Lettings Live. She is currently an
exam board member for ARLA Propertymark.
At JPG, we research our clients thoroughly and become an extension of the team, our output is
incredibly brand focused, and our JPG account managers really understand their client objectives
and post relevant content to reach the company goals and objectives.
We are known as a ‘one-stop shop’ for digital marketing, so we are also on hand to offer any
additional services you may require from time to time, such as video production (fabulous for
town events), Google ads (for specific promotions) and any SEO or design work you may need
to incorporate into your marketing.
We hope that this gives you an insight into our passion for social media and how we would be
delighted for the opportunity to work with you. If you have any further questions, please contact
either myself, or Hannah Minchin (digital account manager) and we will be available to answer
any questions.
Yours sincerely,

JANE GARDNER, FARLA, MNAEA
m. 07966 409627
e. jane@jpgardner.com

